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We report on the realization of an optical filter based on an optical vortex mask designed to exclusively detect a
weak coherent laser field in the presence of a much stronger, nearly spatially overlapping field. We demonstrate
the performance of such an optical vortex filter to eliminate the strong control field and detect only a weak optical
field’s transmission under the conditions of electromagnetically induced transparency. The attractive feature of
such a filter is its insensitivity to optical field frequencies and polarizations, which makes it applicable for a wide
range of coherent processes. © 2011 Optical Society of America
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The problem of detecting a weak optical signal in the presence
of other strong laser fields is inherent to many optical experi-
ments. In particular, this problem arises in experiments in-
volving electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1,2],
in which optical properties of a weak probe field can be
coherently controlled by means of a strong classical control
field. The most common EIT configuration is a three-level Λ
system, shown in Fig. 1(a), in which the control and probe
fields connect two long-lived hyperfine or Zeeman sublevels
of the electronic ground state with a common excited level. In
this case, the presence of the control field leads to a strong
coupling between the probe field and a collective atomic spin
excitation that results in strong suppression of resonant ab-
sorption, and opens a narrow window of transparency, ΓEIT ¼
jΩC j2=ð

ffiffiffi
d

p
γÞ, where ΩC is the Rabi frequency associated with

the control field and γ is the optical polarization decay rate.
Here, we define the optical depth, 2d, such that the probe in-
tensity without EIT is attenuated by e−2d. The accompanying
steep normal dispersion allows for dramatic group velocity
reduction vg ∝ jΩC j2L=ðdγÞ ≪ c (slow light), where L is the
length of the medium, and the reversible mapping of a probe
pulse onto a long-lived atomic coherence (stored light) [2–4].
These phenomena present promising avenues toward technol-
ogies such as miniature atomic clocks and magnetometers
[5,6], all-optical delay lines [4], single photon sources [7–9],
and efficient quantum memories [10,11].

The exclusive detection of a weak probe field, especially at
the few-photon level, in the presence of a strong control field,
as in EIT experiments, becomes a challenging experimental
task. Since the two optical fields have similar frequencies (dif-
fering by a few gigahertz for a Λ system based of different
hyperfine ground state sublevels to a submegahertz difference
for Zeeman sublevels of the same hyperfine manifold), tradi-
tional dichroic or interference filters are not effective, and
thus only narrowband transmission elements (such as high-
finesse Fabry–Perot etalons) [8,12,13] or high-quality polari-
zers (for orthogonally polarized control and probe fields)
must be placed before a probe detector to suppress the con-
trol field. These filtering methods are often very sensitive to

frequencies and polarizations of the two optical fields, and im-
pose restrictions on experimental arrangements. Spatial filter-
ing has been successfully implemented in most cold atom
experiments; however, experimental realizations of EIT in a
warm atom system require nearly collinear propagation of
the signal and control fields to avoid large two-photon Dop-
pler broadening of the EIT resonance. Thus, an appropriate
spatial filter must efficiently discriminate two optical fields
propagating at very small angle with respect to each other.

In this paper, we present a proof-of-principle demonstra-
tion of an optical vortex filter (OVF) that we used to detect
a weak probe laser field in the presence of a strong coherent
control field under conditions of EIT. This filtering method is
largely insensitive to the polarizations and frequencies of two
optical fields and thus lacks the complications associated with
spectral and polarization filtering mentioned above. It can also
be used in conjunction with other filtering methods, if a single
filtering method is not sufficient.

An optical vortex, also known as a phase singularity or
screw dislocation [14], is a zero of optical field intensity within
an otherwise nonzero field. The cross-sectional field ampli-
tude of a beam carrying an optical vortex can be described,
in polar coordinates r and θ, as

Eðr; θÞ ∝
�

r

w0

�
m

exp

�
−

�
r

w0

�
2
�
exp½imθ�; ð1Þ

where w0 is the beam waist, and m is the topological charge
of the vortex, which characterizes the number of 2π phase
variations within the vortex.

In principle, an optical vortex beam is created by transmit-
ting a Gaussian laser beam through a transparent phase mask
having azimuthally varying thickness,mλ0θ=ð2πΔnÞ, where λ0
is the specified wavelength and Δn is the refractive index dif-
ference between the mask and its surroundings. After the
mask, the beam acquires a spatial profile with an azimuthally
harmonic phase ϕ ¼ mθ=ð2πÞ. In the center of the mask, the
phase is undefined, and the transmitted beam interferes de-
structively, creating a region of zero intensity. However,
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due to the manufacturing difficulty of creating a smooth spiral
mask of this type, a “spiral staircase” mask is typically man-
ufactured. In our experiment, the phase plate was nominally
designed to produce a first-order (m ¼ 1) optical vortex at
λ0 ¼ 850 nm, but it worked well for 795nm, as we use below.
The mask had eight etched “steps,” such that its thickness as a
function of the azimuthal angle θ can be described as
d ¼ d0 − λ0=Δn⌊8θ=ð2πÞ⌋, with d0 ¼ 0:4mm, and where ⌊…⌋

indicates usage of the floor function. A schematic of such a
phase mask is portrayed in the inset of Fig. 1, wherein the
gray-scale value corresponds qualitatively to the thickness
of each wedge. This phase mask produced the same destruc-
tive interference at its center—resulting in a region of zero
intensity—but produced unwanted diffraction, owing to the
sharp discontinuities at the step boundaries.

The basic idea of an OVF is the following: both overlapping
optical fields are focused on the vortex mask such that the
unwanted control field is aligned with its center and is con-
verted into an optical vortex beam. The probe field, which
propagates at a small angle, does not impinge on the center
of the mask, and thus is not affected by the mask. As a result,
after the vortex mask, the probe beam propagates within the
dark core of the control field beam, and the bright portion of
the control field can be blocked with an appropriately sized
aperture, leaving only the probe discernible. Similar OVFs
have been effectively used to distinguish a dim signal from
a stronger background in several applications, such as the
detection of extrasolar planets [15–17] and incoherent
scattering [18].

In our experiment, we used a prototype OVF to detect the
EIT resonance in a Λ system formed by control and probe
optical fields tuned to the 5S1=2F ¼ 2 → 5P1=2F

0 ¼ 2 and
5S1=2F ¼ 1 → 5P1=2F

0 ¼ 2 transitions of the D1 line of 87Rb
(λ ¼ 795nm), correspondingly. Both optical fields have the
same circular polarization. The attractive feature of such po-
larization arrangement is that it can be accurately approxi-
mated by a simplified three-level Λ system [19], but so far
it has been limited to experiments with weak classical probe
fields, since it does not allow polarization filtering.

The experimental setup for evaluation of the OVF perfor-
mance is shown in Fig. 1(b). Both probe and control fields
were derived from the same external cavity diode laser
(ECDL) to preserve their mutual phase coherence. The two
beams were separated on a polarizing beam splitter. The

transmitted (more powerful) beam passed through an acous-
to-optical modulator (AOM), and the first diffraction order
with its frequency shifted by −80MHz was used as a control
field in EIT experiment. The reflected beam was phase modu-
lated using an electro-optical modulator (EOM) at frequency
6:7547GHz, which matches the hyperfine splitting of 87Rb
ground state levels (6:8347GHz) minus 80MHz. The þ1 mod-
ulation sideband was then filtered using a temperature tuned
Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE) and served as a probe field. The
other EOM modulation sideband and the main carrier were
suppressed by a factor of approximately 1∶100; moreover,
since the modulation frequency differed from the hyperfine
splitting, they do not affect probe field propagation through
nonlinear mixing. The control and probe beams were then re-
combined in a nonpolarizing beam splitter cube (NPBS) at a
small angle α ¼ 0:92mrad and converted into parallel circular
polarizations by a quarter-wave plate (λ=4) placed before the
cell. Both probe and control beams had similar divergence of
approximately 0:38mrad, so it was impractical to separate
them even after long propagation.

The powers of the control and probe fields before entering
the Rb cell were correspondingly 1:15mW and 40 μW,
and their respective diameters were 1.52 and 0:47mm. The
Rabi frequency corresponding to the control field is ΩC ¼
ð2πÞ5:4MHz, which is calculated as in Ref. [19]. A cylindrical
Pyrex cell (length L ¼ 7:5 cm and diameter 2:5 cm) containing
isotopically enriched 87Rb and 5Torr of Ne buffer gas was
mounted inside three-layer magnetic shielding to reduce the
influence of stray magnetic fields. The collisionally broadened
optical transition linewidth was 2γ ¼ ð2πÞ30:3MHz [20]. The
temperature of the cell was maintained at 50:0 °C, which cor-
responded to an optical depth of 2d ¼ 47. Our procedure for
calculating the optical depth is described in Ref. [19]. Under
these experimental conditions, the linewidth of the EIT reso-
nance is ΓE ¼ Ω2=ð ffiffiffi

d
p

γÞ ≈ ð2πÞ200kHz [21]. The Doppler
broadening due to the angular separation between control and
probe beams is ΔD ¼ ðkC − kpÞ · vatoms ≈

2π
λ uα [22], where u ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2kBT=mRb

p
is the most probable speed of a Rb atom of

massmRb at temperature T , and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
For our operating parameters, u ≈ 250m=s. Thus, for angles
α > ΓEλ=ð2πuÞ ≈ 0:63mrad, the residual Doppler shift is com-
parable to or greater than the EIT linewidth. The angle chosen
for this experiment (α ¼ 0:92mrad) will thus result in minimal
Doppler broadening.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Three-levelΛ-type system under conditions of EIT, where ΩC is a strong control field, Ep is a weak probe field,ΔHFS is a
hyperfine splitting between two ground state sublevels, and δ is a two-photon Raman detuning. (b) Schematic of the experimental setup. See text for
abbreviations. Inset: schematic of the phase mask described in the text. The gray-scale value corresponds to the thickness of each wedge.
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The OVF after the cell consisted of a bichromatic lens L1
(focal length f 1 ¼ 35mm), which focused both control and
probe beams onto a spiral mask, described above. The posi-
tion of the mask was carefully adjusted such that the control
field was centered at the spiral and transformed into a vortex
beam, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Since the probe field
propagated at a small angle, it was focused away from the
vortex, and, therefore, its transverse intensity distribution
was practically unchanged after the mask. A 150 μm pinhole,
placed after the mask, was used to block the bright annulus of
the control field while passing the probe field. The second
lens, L2 (f 2 ¼ 100mm), collimated the beams. The transverse
intensity distributions of both beams were recorded with a
commercial CCD camera, and their total intensities were mea-
sured by a photodiode (PD).

An ideal filter will completely extinguish the control field
without affecting the probe field. In reality, however, there
are several factors limiting the OVF performance. For exam-
ple, the vortex mask does not have a continuous thickness,
but rather consists of eight steps with sharp boundaries that
contribute to diffraction; also, any small manufacturing imper-
fections in the vortex mask center break conditions for per-
fect destructive interference and thus increase the amount of
light in the dark part of the optical vortex beam. Also, good
spatial intensity distributions for both control and probe
beams is imperative, since it allows the smallest focal spot
sizes at the vortex mask, and reduces diffraction losses at
the pinhole.

To characterize OVF performance, we measured the power
of the control field with and without the vortex mask and pin-
hole. The filtering factor, defined as the normalized power
reduction of the control field, as a function of a distance be-
tween the filter mask and the pinhole, is plotted in Fig. 3(a).
As expected, the amount of the transmitted control light de-
creases when the pinhole is placed farther from the mask.
Since the focus of the laser beam is at the vortex mask posi-
tion, the size of the beam and the central dark spot increases
and, thus, less light leaks into the central area where the

pinhole is placed. At the same time, even though the spatial
profile of the probe field is not affected by the vortex mask, it
is still attenuated by the pinhole.

By performing numerical calculations of each beams’ pro-
pagation through the OVF, we found that the size and the po-
sition of the pinhole play a crucial role in both control and
probe field attenuation. While the pinhole is necessary to ob-
struct the bright portion of the control field, diffraction of the
vortex through the pinhole can cause the brighter outer ring to
leak into the dark center and degrade the filtering quality.
Furthermore, diffraction of the signal field leads to unwanted
attenuation, as energy is lost to higher-order modes and im-
perfect matching of the pinhole aperture size to the width
of the probe beam.

For our experiments, the observation plane (i.e., the posi-
tion of PD or camera) was approximately z ¼ 15 cm from the
vortex. Thus, with a pinhole diameter of a ¼ 150 μm, the dif-
fraction criteria a2=ðλzÞ ≈ 0:10 ≪ 1, so we are in the Fraunho-
fer or far-field regime. The far-field diffraction pattern through
a circular aperture of radius a can be computed as follows
[23,24]:

Uðρ;ψÞ ∝
Z

2π

0

Z
a

0
Eðr; θÞe½−ikrρ=z cosðθ−ψÞ�rdrdθ; ð2Þ

where ρ and ψ are the corresponding radial and azimuthal
variables in the observation plane, placed at a distance z,
and k ¼ 2π=λ is the wavenumber of light incident on the aper-
ture. Inserting the expression for Eðr; θÞ given by Eq. (1) with
m ¼ 1, we find

Uðρ;ψÞ ∝
Z

2π

0

Z
a

0

�
r

w0

�
e−ðr=w0Þ2eiθe½−ikrρ=z cosðθ−ψÞ�rdrdθ: ð3Þ

The angular integral can be computed analytically [25],
leaving the radial integral:

Fig. 2. Left column: measured profiles of the control field (a) before and (b) after the phase mask. Middle column: (c) recorded and (d) calculated
diffraction pattern of the optical vortex (the control field after the phase mask) through the pinhole. Right column: (e) recorded and (f) calculated
diffraction pattern of the probe field after the phase mask through the pinhole. All images have been inverted in order to exhibit the higher-order
diffraction fringes.
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Uðρ;ψÞ ∝ eiðψ−π=2Þ
Z

a

0

�
r2

w0

�
e−ðr=w0Þ2J1ðkrρ=zÞdr; ð4Þ

which can be evaluated via infinite series [24] or numerically.
Here, J1ðxÞ is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind.
Similar methods can be used to calculate the diffraction pat-
tern formed by a Gaussian probe pulse through the aperture.
Figures 2(d) and 2(f) depict the results from numerically
integrating the Fraunhofer diffraction integral for both the
control and probe fields. Clearly, they are in a good quali-
tative agreement with experimental observations shown in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(e). We show the inverted images to make
the weaker diffraction fringes more discernible. Such calcula-
tions can be used to determine the optimal size of the pinhole
that simultaneously yields maximum suppression of the con-
trol field and maximum transmission of the probe field. Addi-
tionally, the calculations confirm that the probe inefficiency is
due in large part to a nonoptimal aperture size.

Finally, Fig. 3(b) shows the measured probe EIT resonance
recorded with and without optical vortex (OV) filtering (black
and red curves, respectively). Although OV filtering does re-
duce the signal power due to a nonoptimal pinhole size, the
method clearly preserves the overall EIT line shape. The small
discrepancy between the EIT resonance width is caused by
the clipping of the wings of the intensity distribution of the
probe field. In this case, with the OVF in place, we effectively
detect only the part of the beam with the highest and most
uniform control field intensity, which results in a more sym-
metric power-broadened resonance [black curve in Fig. 3(b)].
Without filtering, the regions with lower intensity (hence
smaller power broadening) also contribute, resulting in a
overall slightly narrower resonance with a sharper top [26]
[red curve in Fig. 3(b)].

In conclusion, we demonstrated the possibility of using an
OVF to detect a weak coherent probe field in the presence of a
much stronger control field under conditions of EIT. The best
demonstrated control field suppression factor is better than
10−4, but this is accompanied by probe suppression, resulting
in a filtering efficiency of approximately 10−3. The main lim-
itation of the proposed method—due to the diffraction though
the pinhole—can potentially be improved by carefully select-
ing the pinhole size. Filtering improvement can be made by
using a phase mask with higher topological order [15]. The

proposedmethod may be beneficial for a wide range of optical
experiments due to its several advantages, such as weak
sensitivity to the optical fields’ polarization and frequency,
as well as only a weak distortion of the probe field wavefront.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Attenuation of the control and probe fields after OVF. (b) EIT resonance in the probe field, detected after passing through
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